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It is clear, but too long.

2. The abstract clearly presents objects, methods and
results.
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The abstract is too long. In my opinion, an abstract should give the maximum of
information with the minimum of word: They have written more than: Why did you
undertake the research; What did you study and what methods did you use; The
results you obtained; How you interpreted them.
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Comments and Suggestions to the Author(s):
The theme of the paper is very important because Monitoring and Evaluation
practices are spurred by demand for project effectiveness, efficiency, transparency,
accountability, information frameworks, quality, and availability of M & E
technologies and instruments. Monitoring and evaluation is increasingly becoming an

essential program management tool too. According to Dyason (2010), Monitoring is
the collection along with the analysis of information regarding a given program or
intervention; and evaluation is an assessment whose focus is to answer questions
relating to a program or an intervention. All these various definitions depict
monitoring as an ongoing process mainly based on the set targets, planned activities
in the course of the planning stage of work. Various agencies (The UN in particular)
have established full-fledged M & E departments and legal or regulatory frameworks
for regular M&E execution of projects that are donor funded on the backdrop of
stringent regulations to achieve purposed socio economic development in target
beneficiary communities.
The work is a good job (Analysis, method and methodology are well done); some
parts need to reviewed (Title, abstract and conclusion). The format review is required.
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